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1. INTRODUCTION

In an earlier paper we introduced Network Morphology, an approach to inflectional morphology which relies heavily on the notion of default inheritance (Corbett & Fraser 1993), and showed how a complex set of data pertaining to the inflectional morphology of Russian nominals could be handled in this framework. We extend that analysis here to include a range of phenomena which, we believe, has not previously been described in a single formally explicit framework. The key concept underlying our analysis is that of default inheritance. We introduce this below, together with a lexical knowledge representation language called DATR, which we use to make our analysis fully explicit. In Section 3 we describe our approach to gender assignment in Russian; animacy assignment is dealt with in Section 4; and declensional class assignment in Section 5.

The issues tackled here—the interrelation of meaning, gender, declensional class and phonology—have been considered by Aronoff (1992), in his discussion of Arapesh based on Fortune (1942), and by Corbett (1991: 7–69). Aronoff and Corbett both highlighted the complex interactions of factors in the assignment of gender, and Aronoff made extensive use of defaults. However, neither had a formal apparatus to show clearly whether their claims were valid. In this paper we go further in that we give a formal account, which allows us to demonstrate that our model does indeed make the correct predictions. Our demonstration is based on Russian, which provides a good range of overlapping factors involved in assignment. Russian has the advantage that, following work by Ilola & Mustajoki (1989), based on Zaliznjak (1977), we have a clear picture of the numbers of nouns of each type in the lexicon. We believe that Aronoff’s account of Arapesh is similarly robust, and that it yields the right results if subjected to a comparable formal analysis (Fraser & Corbett 1993). We offer some brief conclusions in Section 6. The DATR encoding of our theory and the output listing which demonstrates the validity of our claims are given as appendices.

2. DEFAULT INHERITANCE

Default inheritance is usually introduced by means of non-linguistic examples, and we make no exception here. Consider the taxonomic hierarchy in Figure 1. The lines in the taxonomy indicate instantiation rather than sub-classifica-
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It facilitates cross-theoretical comparisons (Shieber 1987). Network Morphology is concerned with substantial matters of linguistic theory, which could, in principle, be formalized in a number of different ways. For this purpose, we use an existing formalism called DATR. The DATR knowledge representation language was developed by Roger Evans and Gerald Gazdar as a logic-based formalism for describing inheritance networks (Evans & Gazdar 1989a, b). Since computer implementations of the DATR language are available, it is possible to check that an inheritance network expressed in DATR captures the intended generalizations. All of the analyses in this paper have been checked in this fashion.

The information in Figure 1 would be expressed in DATR as follows:

\[\begin{align*}
(1) & \text{BIRD: } <\text{has feathers}> == \text{yes}, \\
& \quad <\text{can fly}> == \text{yes}. \\
& \text{EAGLE: } <> == \text{BIRD}. \\
& \text{ROBIN: } <> == \text{BIRD}. \\
& \text{PENGUIN: } <> == \text{BIRD}. \\
& \quad <\text{can fly}> == \text{no}. \\
& \text{Edwina: } <> == \text{EAGLE}. \\
& \text{Rupert: } <> == \text{ROBIN}. \\
& \text{Percy: } <> == \text{PENGUIN}.
\end{align*}\]

The labels preceding colons are 'nodes'; the angle bracket expressions to the left of the '==' symbol are 'paths' (also called 'attributes'); the words to the right of non-empty paths are 'values'. Thus, the value of the <can fly> path at the PENGUIN node is 'no'.

It should be clear how this kind of formalism might be useful in expressing linguistic generalizations. Figure 2 shows the inheritance network for Russian nominals which we presented in our earlier work (Croft & Fraser 1993).

\[\begin{align*}
(2) & \text{NOUN: } <\text{mor loc sg}> == "<\text{stem}>"_e \\
& \quad <\text{mor nom pl}> == "<\text{stem}>"_i. \\
& \text{N_III: } <> == \text{NOUN}. \\
& \quad <\text{mor loc sg}> == "<\text{mor dat sg}>". \\
& \text{Kost': } <> == \text{N_III}. \\
& \quad <\text{stem}> == \text{kost'}. \\
\end{align*}\]

The first sentence at NOUN should be read as saying that the locative singular consists of the stem followed by an -e ending. A path enclosed in double
The last form of DATR construction we shall consider here is the so-called 'evaluable path'. Consider the following (slightly simplified) fragment:

(5) NOUN: \[\text{<mor gen pl> = "<stem>" _ej} \]
    \[\text{N}_{-III}: <> == \text{NOUN} \]
    \[\text{Kost': <> -- N}_{-III} \]
    \[\text{<stem> = kost'} \]
    \[\text{<mor stem hardness> = soft}. \]

Nouns in Russian can be divided into those having soft (palatalized) stems and those having hard (non-palatalized) stems. The difference is not usually of morphological significance, except in the case of genitive plurals, where it is crucial. The first equation shown here can be interpreted as follows: to obtain the genitive plural form, find out the hardness of the stem and prepend the value to the path <mor gen pl>, then evaluate the resulting path. Thus, to find the genitive plural of Kost', inference would proceed as follows (expressed syllogistically in terms of premises and conclusions):  

(6) a. NOUN: \[\text{<mor gen pl> = "<stem>" _ej}\]
    \[\text{N}_{-III}: <> == \text{NOUN} \]
    \[\text{Kost': <> -- N}_{-III} \]
    \[\text{<mor stem hardness> = soft}. \]

b. Kost': \[\text{<mor gen pl> = "<stem>" _ej}\]
    \[\text{<mor stem hardness> = soft}. \]

c. NOUN: \[\text{<soft mor gen pl> = "<stem>" _ej}\]
    \[\text{N}_{-III}: <> == \text{NOUN} \]
    \[\text{Kost': <> -- N}_{-III} \]
    \[\text{<soft mor gen pl> = kost'}. \]

d. Kost': \[\text{<soft mor gen pl> = "<stem>" _ej}\]
    \[\text{<stem> = kost'}. \]

e. Kost': \[\text{<soft mor gen pl> = kost' _ej}\]
    \[\text{Kost': <mor gen pl> = kost' _ej}. \]

Fig. 2. An inheritance structure for Russian nominals.
This concludes our brief introduction to default inheritance and to the DATR formalism. More detailed introductions to default inheritance can be found in Gazdar (1987) and Daleleman, de Smedt and Gazdar (1992), and to DATR in Gazdar (1990; forthcoming). In the following sections we show how Network Morphology uses default inheritance to produce elegant solutions for some well known problems in the analysis of Russian nouns.

3. GENDER ASSIGNMENT

Russian has three genders, masculine, feminine and neuter.10 We could enter a value for gender in the lexical entry of each noun. However, this would miss generalizations at two levels: first, the gender of Russian nouns does not appear to be random, and second, more generally, we have argued that languages never have to specify gender for the majority of nouns. We have claimed that the gender of the overwhelming majority of nouns can always be predicted, either from semantic information which must, in any case, be stored in the lexical entry or from semantic information supplemented by formal information, which may be morphological or phonological (Corbett 1991: 68). Specifically in Russian, the gender assignment rules refer to semantic and to morphological information:

Semantic assignment rules for gender
1. Sex-differentiable nouns denoting males (humans and higher animals) are masculine: for example, student ‘(male) student’;
2. Sex-differentiable nouns denoting females are feminine: for example, včel’inka ‘(female) teacher’

Nouns which are sex-differentiable are those where the sex of the referent matters to humans (those denoting humans and domesticated animals) and where the difference is striking (as in the case of lions).

These rules leave very few exceptions, but there are many nouns which are not covered by them. These remaining nouns are distributed over the three genders and their distribution is accounted for by the morphological assignment rules. The major morphological assignment rules are as follows:

Morphological assignment rules for gender:
1. nouns of declensional class I are masculine;
2. nouns of declensional class II and III are feminine;
3. nouns of declensional class IV are neuter.

As we shall consider in more detail later, there is some overlap between the two sets of rules: nouns which denote males are often in declensional class I. We might try to do away with the semantic assignment rules. However, the two sets of rules can make conflicting assignments, and when they do it is the semantic rules which dominate. The crucial case is mužčina ‘man’ (and similar nouns), which ought to be masculine according to its semantics (male), but feminine according to its morphology (declensional class II). In fact, it belongs in the masculine gender.11

There are also nouns which do not decline, and to which the above morphological assignment rules do not apply. However, their lack of declension is itself a matter of morphology, and this interacts with the semantic feature of animacy to allow gender assignment. We treat indeclinable nouns as having their own declensional class (V); nouns of this class may be subject to the normal semantic assignment rules. Failing this, they are masculine if animate and neuter if not.12

In our Network Morphology account, every noun inherits from the NOUN node. Since the following path equation is specified at NOUN, every noun inherits it unless it is overridden by a more specific equation declared in the lexical entry.

In order to find a value for the path <syn gender>, the path <sem sex> is evaluated (i.e. the sex of the noun’s referent is retrieved) and then a path consisting only of the sex is evaluated at the node GENDER (shown below):

[2] GENDER: <male> == masc
    <female> == fem
    <undifferentiated>
      == “<mor formal_gender>”.

The interpretation of this fragment of DATR is straightforward in the case of sex-differentiated nouns. If the referent of the noun is male then the gender is masculine; if the referent is female then the gender is feminine.13 However, if the sex is undifferentiated, it is necessary to consider additional formal criteria, and this is done by evaluating the path <mor formal_gender>. Formal gender is defined for each of the five main declensional classes. Thus, for example, the following equation is located at the node for declensional class II nouns, N_II:

[3] N_II: <formal_gender> == fem
This is used in the evaluation of the path <mor formal_gender> (the function of the initial mor will be spelt out below). Thus, a class II noun denoting a male (such as mužčina ‘man’) will have masculine gender; a class II noun denoting a female (such as včel’inka ‘female teacher’) will have feminine gender; and a class II noun denoting a non-sex-differentiated referent (such as komnata ‘room’) will have feminine gender, the default gender for class II nouns.

As we noted above, there is an additional complication with declensional class V, where animacy must also be taken into consideration. Some equations from the node N_V, from which all class V nouns inherit, are given below.
4. ANIMACY ASSIGNMENT

Animacy in Russian is of particular interest. It is reflected in the accusative case forms of certain nouns, and in agreement. There are no exclusively animate accusative forms in Russian; instead, animacy shows itself by different patterns of syncretism. With an animate noun of the first declensional class we find the accusative identical to the genitive.

(7) pervogo (acc = gen) studenta (acc = gen) first student 'the first student'

With an inanimate, by contrast, the accusative is as the nominative:

(8) peryj (acc = nom) zakon (acc = nom) first law 'the first law'

In both these examples, animacy is reflected not only in the morphological form of the noun, but also in the agreement of the adjective. This agreement can also be found with those nouns which decline according to pattern N_I_I, and so have a unique accusative form, but which are masculine animate, as is the case with mužčina 'man':

(9) pervogo (acc = gen) mužčinu (acc) first man 'the first man'

Animacy is a sub-gender (Corbett 1991: 165–167). It is narrower in range than the three main genders, since it affects only the accusative case. It is a more recent addition to the system than the main genders, and assignment to the animate sub-gender is (still) largely based on semantics: animate nouns are those denoting humans, animals and insects. Returning to the morphology, the crucial point is that we get the same regularity but in different paradigms:

the accusative matches the genitive for animate nouns under certain circumstances, and the nominative for inanimate nouns, though the phonological form of the nominative or genitive varies from paradigm to paradigm.

In Corbett & Fraser (1993) we specified animacy in lexical entries as a semantic feature; then by default, syntactic animacy was the same as semantic animacy. However, there are further simplifications available. First we can say that all sex-differentiables will be animate, hence semantic animacy need not be specified in their lexical entries. Second, by default, nouns are semantically inanimate. This second default makes sense in the light of the statistical evidence provided by Ilova & Mustajoki (1989: 15–17), based on Zažinjak’s dictionary, of the 45,779 nouns in Zažinjak’s dictionary, 75% (34,176) denote inanimates. Together, these two generalizations mean that in most lexical entries there is no need to specify animacy.

The default identity between syntactic animacy and semantic animacy can be expressed trivially in DATR:

(5) NOUN: <syn animacy> == "<sem animacy>"

This simply says that the syntactic animacy is identical to the semantic animacy. Since this default generalization is stated at the level of the NOUN node, it may be overridden by equations in the lexical entries of words with conflicting semantic and syntactic animacy. Kon ‘knight (chess piece)’ is such a word: it is semantically inanimate but syntactically animate.

So much for syntactic animacy. For nouns which are sex-differentiable, semantic animacy is obtained as follows:

(6) NOUN: <sem animacy>:
    == ANIMACY:< "<sem sex>" >.

(7) ANIMACY: <> -- animate
    <undifferentiated> -- inanimate.

The path shown at [6] indicates that the semantic animacy may be found by evaluating the sex of the word’s referent at the ANIMACY node. If the sex is undifferentiated, the value inanimate is found at the ANIMACY node, as shown in [7]. For all other values of <sem sex> (i.e. male or female) the value animate is found. Thus the ANIMACY node can be thought of as a look-up table specifying default sex/animacy associations.

Nouns are inanimate by default because their sex is undifferentiated by default and the final equation in [7] establishes the connection between the two. The undifferentiated sex default is encoded by means of the following equation, which is located at the NOUN node:

(8) NOUN: <sem sex> == undifferentiated

Our analysis now accounts for the syntactic animacy as well as the gender of the vast majority of Russian nouns in a formally explicit way. While animacy is less complex than gender, it is perhaps surprising to see just how simple
it becomes: with appropriate use of defaults, animacy need hardly ever be specified in lexical entries. Again, we make the right predictions as Appendix B shows.

5. DECENSIONAL CLASS ASSIGNMENT

So far we have specified the declensional class of each noun in its lexical entry. This seems to be missing a generalization, since there are common, though by no means exceptionless, correspondences between meaning, gender, and declensional class. Indeed, some earlier analyses attempt to predict declensional class from other information which was specified. For many nouns, it is the case that declensional class is predictable from semantic or formal information. The semantic correspondences are as follows:

Semantic assignment rules for declensional class
1. Sex-differentiable nouns denoting males (humans and higher animals) are of declensional class N_I: for example, studeni (male) student;
2. Sex-differentiable nouns denoting females are of declensional class N_II: for example, učitel'nic (female) teacher

There are substantial numbers of nouns whose declensional class must be specified to override rule one. These are nouns like mat' (man) and as in example (3)), which denote males but which decline according to declensional class N_II. (Lazova 1974: 942–943 puts the figure at 273, but the number involved is actually larger because there are many hypocorists of this type, like Saša 'Sasha' which do not appear in dictionaries like Lazova’s). There are fewer instances of overrides to rule 2, but we find a small number of nouns like svekrov 'mother-in-law' in declensional class N_III.

Formal assignment rule for declensional class
1. Nouns whose stem ends in a vowel are of declensional class N_V.

The effect of this rule is to make nouns whose stem ends in a vowel indeclinable (class N_V are the indeclinables). Our rule follows Worth (1966), though as he points out the idea goes back much further. A noun like taksī 'taxi' is entered as such in the lexicon and this guarantees its indeclinability.

These generalizations can be formalized fairly easily. Consider the following DATR fragment, which is positioned at the NOUN node:

[9] NOUN: <mor> == "<declensional_class>"
    <declensional_class> == DECLENSION:
      <"<infl_root final">> "<sem sex>">

The first equation indicates that in order to find a value (or values) for the <mor> path (or paths), it is necessary to evaluate the <declensional_class> path. The second equation is somewhat more complex: a value can be retrieved for the <declensional_class> path by evaluating a path consisting of the value of the path <infl_root final> followed by the value of the path <sem sex>. Paths beginning <infl_root> make available information about the inflectional root of a word. The <infl_root final> path is used to store information concerning the final segment of the inflectional root, specifically whether it is a consonant or a vowel. We may assume that this information would, in reality, be supplied by a phonological component, though for convenience we simulate this crudely by means of the following equation recorded at the NOUN node:

[10] NOUN: <infl_root_final> == consonant

This generalization holds for all Russian nouns, except certain indeclinable nouns of relatively recent foreign origin. In the case of these exceptions the default generalization is overridden in the lexical entries.

We have already noted how values for the <sem sex> path are supplied either in the lexical entries or by means of a default assignment of undifferentiated sex. Thus, where declensional class is predictable, it is found by evaluating a path at the DECLENSION node. This path consists of information on the final segment of the inflectional root of the word followed by the sex of the word’s referent. The DECLENSION node is given below:

    <consonant female> == N_II::<>
    <vowel $sex> == N_V::<>

The first two paths encode the semantic assignment rules for declensional class. The first element of each path is consonant so these paths potentially apply to the bulk of Russian nouns. The second elements of the paths narrow down on two subsets of these. The first path assigns core nouns (typical native nouns) denoting males to class N_I; the second assigns core nouns denoting females to class N_II. The third path picks out those nouns whose inflectional root ends with a vowel and assigns them to class N_V, the class for indeclinables. In DATR, every symbol which begins with a dollar sign ($) is a variable. The variable $sex is defined to range over all possible values for the <sem sex> path, namely male, female, and undifferentiated. One group of nouns is not covered by the equations at this node, namely those whose stem ends in a consonant and which have non-sex-differentiatedreferents. Such nouns must typically specify declensional class in their lexical entries. However, as we shall see shortly (in the discussion leading to [11′]), a substantial proportion of them can be assigned to a declensional class by the setting of a default.

Let us first look at the working of [11]. Take a noun such as student ‘student’, the lexical entry for which is as follows:

[12] Student: <$> == NOUN
    <gloss> == student
    <infl_root all> == student
    <sem sex> == male.
To which declensional class should this word be assigned? Interesting though this question is, it is likely to be of less importance than specific questions such as ‘what is the dative plural form of this word?’ or ‘what is its nominative singular?’ Let us take the second question. In terms of our theory, it maps onto the question ‘what is the value of the <mor nom sg> path?’ Since the Student node inherits directly from the NOUN node, the two equations shown in [9] are available to it. The first of these can be paraphrased as saying ‘<for paths beginning <mor ...> evaluate the path <declensional_class>’; the definition of that path (also given in [9]) requires the evaluation at the DECLENSION node of a path consisting of the value of <inf_l_root final> for student, followed by the value of <sem sex> for the same word. The value of <inf_l_root final> is consonant according to the unoverridden equation [10], and the value of <sem sex> for student is male according to the last equation in the lexical entry (shown in [12]). Thus the path <consonant male> must be evaluated at the DECLENSION node. According to the first equation in [11] this returns a value of N_I: < for the path <mor>, where our search originated. However, this is not the end of the look-up process. We were interested in the value of the path <mor nom sg>, not just <mor>.

It is necessary at this point to introduce another kind of DATR equation which was not mentioned earlier. An expression of the form NODE: < may appear on the right hand side of an equation, for example, NODE1 : Path1 = NODE2: <. In this example, an attempt to evaluate NODE1: SomePath will succeed and return a value if SomePath can be formed by concatenating Path1 with a path defined at NODE2. In effect, the NODE: < notation allows the description of a path to be distributed over more than one node.

The entry in the DATR theory for N_I is given in [13].

[13] N_I: < == N_0
   <formal_gender> == masc
   <nom sg> == "<stem sg>
   <hard gen pl> == "<stem pl>_ov.

Evaluating the path <mor nom sg> at the Student node will lead via NOUN to be following inference:

(10) Student: <mor> == N_I: <

This allows the <mor> path from NOUN to be concatenated with the <nom sg> path from N_I to produce the following inference:

(11) Student: <mor nom sg> == "<stem sg>

In other words, the nominative singular of student has a zero ending:

(12) Student: <mor nom sg> = student.

It is worth contrasting declensional class assignment with gender assignment. A clear difference is the outcome when semantic and formal rules make diffusion predictions. For gender assignment, quite generally, it is the semantic rule which takes precedence. As we noted earlier, with nouns like mulečina ‘man’, which ought to be masculine according to its semantics (male), but feminine according to its morphology (declensional class II), it is the semantic rule which ‘wins’ and the noun is masculine. When we find a similar clash in declensional class assignment, in Russian at least, the formal form dominates. Thus attache ‘attaché’ denotes a male and ‘should’ be in declensional class N_1, but it ends in a vowel and so ‘should’ be in declensional class N_V. It is actually in declensional class N_V. Conversely it denotes a male and so ‘should’ be masculine but it is in class N_V and so ‘should’ be neuter; as already noted, semantic factors take precedence in gender assignment and so the noun is masculine.

A second difference between gender assignment and declensional class assignment, is that the gender assignment rules make a prediction for every noun (which has to be overridden in an extremely small number of instances), while the declensional class assignment rules leave large numbers of nouns with no prediction. A non-sex-differentiable noun with a stem ending in a soft consonant could decline according to class N_I, N_III, N_III or N_IV. However, assignment to the four classes is by no means equally likely. Consider data on the numbers of nouns in each class, to the nearest fifty (derived from Lazova 1974, especially pp. 942–943), given in Table 1.

Table 1. Number of nouns in the different declensional classes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>N_I</th>
<th>N_II</th>
<th>N_III</th>
<th>N_IV</th>
<th>N_V</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>zelka</td>
<td>komnaty</td>
<td>kost'</td>
<td>vino</td>
<td>takši</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'law'</td>
<td>'room'</td>
<td>'bone'</td>
<td>'wine'</td>
<td>'taxi'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No of nouns</td>
<td>20,850</td>
<td>16,050</td>
<td>5,150</td>
<td>11,050</td>
<td>450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These raw statistics give a rough picture of what is going on. The figures do not take account of the effect of derivational morphology; for instance, over 4,300 of the nouns in class N_III have the suffix -ost' which forms abstract nouns from adjectives (star'-yf'old', star'-ost' 'old age'). If the suffix is labelled as belonging to class N_III, then the number of distinct members of the class is substantially reduced. Similarly nominalizations in -anet-enie (like razv holding 'destruction', derived from razv'hat' 'destroy') inflate the figure for N_IV (see Schuchbach 1984 for discussion).

Table 1 shows that N_I and N_II have substantially more members than the other three. We can therefore set a default which will put nouns in the majority declensional class N_I. Clearly this will be overridden in many instances, but equally it will simplify a very substantial number of lexical entries.

This is a considerable simplification, and one which can be justified in three interrelated ways. First, there is the numerical preponderance of N_I. Second,
it is the declensional class which takes the majority of borrowings. There is no need to appeal to any markedness considerations to explain this, it is simply that N_1 has no ending in the citation form, the nominative singular, so that foreign words ending in a consonant are typically borrowed into this class. The third argument is more debatable. If N_1 is the default declensional class, and masculine is the gender associated by default with this class, then we make masculine the default gender for nouns, without specifying it directly. Sources vary as to the numerical preponderance of the genders. All agree that the neuter is easily the weakest; Lazova (1974: 942–943) has only marginally more masculines than feminines, while Mučnik (1971: 196–197) calculates that the masculine has 46% to the feminine 41% (on a sample of 33,952 nouns) and Zaliznjak’s dictionary has 46% masculine and 38% feminine (sample 47,030; see Ilola and Mustajoki 1989: 9); the masculine is growing fastest, from the assignment of borrowings (see the sources reported in Corbett 1991: 78).

The only change required in our DATR theory to include all of these interacting defaults is given below, as a revision to the fragment shown above as [11].

\[ 11’ \]

\[
\text{DEF\_DECL: } \langle \text{sphonological\_type } \$sex \rangle \\
\text{DECLENSION: } \langle \text{consonant } \text{female} \rangle \Rightarrow \text{N\_II: } \\
\langle \text{vowel } \$sex \rangle \Rightarrow \text{N\_V: }.
\]

Here, the variable sphonological\_type ranges over consonant and vowel, and $sex ranges over male, female and undifferentiated, as before. In all cases other than the two explicitly described in the paths at the DECLENSION node, the maximally general path specified at the DEF\_DECL node is inherited and, thereby, class I becomes the default declensional class for nouns.

We argued above that if class I is the default declensional class, and masculine is the gender associated by default with this class, then we make masculine the default gender for nouns. Note that we are claiming only that the masculine is the default gender for nouns. In a fuller analysis of Russian, we would claim that there is a default for gender at a higher level than the nodes relating directly to nouns. This higher default is necessary for items other than nominals which may head syntactic constituents with which gender agreement is required. The situation arises if, say, an infinitive phrase stands in subject position (and there is a past tense verb). Under these circumstances ‘neutral’ agreement forms occur (these are usually identical to neuter forms. Corbett 1991: 204–205, 216). Thus in an analysis of the full lexicon, at a high level, perhaps at the level of WORD, the default gender is the neuter; at the lower level of nouns it is the masculine. Of course, the lower default is much the more important: gender is a central category for Russian nouns, while

for the various items (such as infinitives) covered by the higher default, it is of much less importance. This hierarchy of defaults would thus allow us to capture the intuition that in one sense the masculine is the default gender and in another it is the neuter.\footnote{21}

In this section we have shown how the declensional class can be predicted for a substantial proportion of Russian nouns. We have seen how declensional class assignment differs from gender assignment in interesting ways; further research is needed to show whether these differences are specific to Russian or, as we suspect, are found more generally.\footnote{22}

6. CONCLUSION

In previous work we gave an account of gender assignment in Russian. Other analyses have given at least a partial account of declensional class assignment. To the best of our knowledge no-one has been able to combine them in a single analysis, as our present Network Morphology analysis does. It is difficult to be certain about this since many accounts are vague. DATR requires us to make our claims explicit. Having laid out our claims, we can demonstrate that they do indeed make the correct predictions, as shown in Appendix B.

The success of our gender assignment analysis of the Russian data lends further support to the typology of gender assignment of Corbett (1991: 7–69). Since the account of Russian gender assignment (one of the more complex systems) has been shown to be robust, it follows that the entire typology is more securely founded. The fact that we have been able to combine gender, animacy and declensional class assignment into a single account, with a resulting considerable simplification of lexical entries, suggests that this approach to morphology based, in large part, on default inheritance and implemented in DATR is an extremely fruitful one.

APPENDIX A: DATR THEORY

% TITLE: Russian nominal inflection
% AUTHORS: Grev Corbett & Norman Fraser, University of Surrey
% NOTE: The labels for lexical entries are simple transliterations; linguistic forms are in phonological transcription.
% Vars $number: sg pl.
% vars $sex: male female undifferentiated.
% WORD CLASS HIERARCHY

% SOME CASE SWITCHES

GENDER:
<male> == masc [2]
<female> == fem
<undifferentiated> == "<mor formal_gender>)."

ANIMACY:
<> == animate
<undifferentiated> == inanimate.

ACCUSATIVE:
<> == "<mor nom>)"
<pl animate> == "$<mor gen pl>)"
<sg animate masc> == "$<mor gen sg>)"

DECLENSION:
<consonant male> == N_I:<>
<consonant female> == N_II:<>
(Vowel $sex) == N_V:<>

% DECENSIONAL CLASS HIERARCHY

N NOM:
<stem hardness>) == "<phon stem hardness>)"
<acc $number> == ACCUSATIVE: $number "<syn animacy>) "<syn gender)>

}<loc pl>) == "<stem pl>) "<mor theme_vowel>) _m'
<inst pl>) == "<stem pl>) "<mor theme_vowel>) _m'
<loc pl>) == "<stem pl>) "<mor theme_vowel>) _x.

N NOM:
<loc sg>) == "<stem sg>) _e
<nom pl>) == "<stem pl>) _i
<gen pl>) == "<mor "<mor stem hardness>) gen pl>)
<soft gen pl>) == "<stem pl>) _e
<theme_vowel>) == _a.

N O:
<gen sg) == "<stem sg>) _a
<dat sg) == "<stem sg>) _u
<inst sg) == "<stem sg>) _om.

N I:
<formal_gender>) == masc
<nom sg) == "<stem sg>)
<hard gen pl) == "<stem pl>) _ov.

N II:
<formal_gender>) == fem
<nom sg) == "<stem sg>) _a
<acc sg) == "<stem sg>) _u
<gen sg) == "<stem sg>) _i
<dat sg) == "<stem sg>) _e
<inst sg) == "<stem sg>)_oj
<hard gen pl) == "<stem pl>)

N III:
<formal_gender>) == fem
<stem hardness>) == soft
<nom sg) == N I
<gen sg) == N II
<dat sg) == "$<mor gen sg>)
<inst sg) == "<stem sg>) _ju
<loc sg) == "$<mor dat sg>)

N IV:
<formal_gender) == neut
<nom sg) == "<stem sg>)_o
<nom pl) == "<stem pl) _a
<hard gen pl) == N II.
Kost':
<-> = NOUN
<declensional_class> = N_III:
<gloss> = bone
<inflected_root all> = kost'.

Myš':
<-> = NOUN
<declensional_class> = N_III:
<gloss> = mouse
<inflected_root all> = miš
<sem animacy> = animate.

Put':
<-> = NOUN
<declensional_class> = N_III:
<gloss> = way
<mor inst sg> = N_I:<inst sg>
<mor formal_gender> = N_I:<formal_gender>
<inflected_root all> = put'.

Vino:
<-> = NOUN
<declensional_class> = N_IV:
<gloss> = wine
<inflected_root all> = v'in.

More:
<-> = NOUN
<declensional_class> = N_IV:
<gloss> = sea
<inflected_root all> = mor'
<phon stem hardness> = soft.

Taksi:
<-> = NOUN
<gloss> = taxi
<inflected_root all> = taks'i
<inflected_root final> = vowel.

Gnu:
<-> = NOUN
<gloss> = gnu
<inflected_root all> = gnu
<inflected_root final> = vowel
<sem animacy> = animate.

APPENDIX B: SOME THEOREMS OF THE DATR THEORY

Zakon: <gloss> = law.
Zakon: <mor nom sg> = zakon.
Zakon: <mor acc sg> = zakon.
Zakon: <mor gen sg> = zakon _a.
Zakon: <mor dat sg> = zakon _u.
закон: <mor inst sg> - закон._om.
zакон: <mor loc sg> = закон._e.
zакон: <mor nom pl> = закон._i.
zакон: <mor acc pl> = закон._j.
zакон: <mor gen pl> = закон._ov.
zакон: <mor dat pl> = закон._a_m.
zакон: <mor inst pl> = закон._a_m'i.
zакон: <mor loc pl> = закон._a_x.
zакон: <syn gender> = masc.
zакон: <syn animacy> = inanimate.

нош: <gloss> = knife.
нош: <mor nom sg> = нош.
нош: <mor acc sg> = нош._a.
нош: <mor gen sg> = нош._e.
нош: <mor dat sg> = нош._i.
нош: <mor inst sg> = нош._om.
нош: <mor loc sg> = нош._a_m.
нош: <mor nom pl> = нош._i.
нош: <mor acc pl> = нош._j.
нош: <mor gen pl> = нош._ej.
нош: <mor dat pl> = нош._a_m.
нош: <mor gen pl> = нош._a_m'i.
нош: <mor loc pl> = нош._a_x.
нош: <syn gender> = masc.
нош: <syn animacy> = inanimate.

студент: <gloss> = student.
студент: <mor nom sg> = студент._a.
студент: <mor gen sg> = студент._i.
студент: <mor dat sg> = студент._u.
студент: <mor nom pl> = студент._om.
студент: <mor loc sg> = студент._e.
студент: <mor acc pl> = студент._ov.
студент: <mor gen pl> = студент._a_m.
студент: <mor dat pl> = студент._a_m'i.
студент: <mor loc pl> = студент._a_x.
студент: <syn gender> = masc.
студент: <syn animacy> = animate.

болгарин: <gloss> = bulgarian_man.
болгарин: <mor nom sg> = болгар._in._u.
болгарин: <mor acc sg> = болгар._in._a.
болгарин: <mor gen sg> = болгар._in._a.

комната: <gloss> = room.
комната: <mor nom sg> = комната._a.
комната: <mor acc sg> = комната._i.
комната: <mor gen sg> = комната._j.
комната: <mor dat sg> = комната._e.
комната: <mor inst sg> = комната._om.
комната: <mor loc sg> = комната._a_m.
комната: <mor nom pl> = комната._i.
комната: <mor acc pl> = комната._j.
комната: <mor gen pl> = комната._e.
комната: <mor dat pl> = комната._a_m.
комната: <mor inst pl> = комната._a_m'i.
комната: <mor loc pl> = комната._a_x.
комната: <syn gender> = fem.
комната: <syn animacy> = inanimate.

учителя: <gloss> = female_teacher.
учителя: <mor nom sg> = учитель'yic._a.
учителя: <mor acc sg> = учитель'yic._u.
учителя: <mor gen sg> = учитель'yic._i.
учителя: <mor dat sg> = учитель'yic._e.
учителя: <mor inst sg> = учитель'yic._om.
учителя: <mor loc sg> = учитель'yic._e.
учителя: <mor nom pl> = учитель'yic._i.
учителя: <mor acc pl> = учитель'yic._j.
учителя: <mor gen pl> = учитель'yic._e.
учителя: <mor dat pl> = учитель'yic._a_m.
учителя: <mor inst pl> = учитель'yic._a_m'i.
учителя: <mor loc pl> = учитель'yic._a_x.
учителя: <syn gender> = fem.
учителя: <syn animacy> = animate.

мужчина: <gloss> = man.
мужчина: <mor nom sg> = мужчина._a.
мужчина: <mor acc sg> = мужчина._i.
мужчина: <mor gen sg> = мужчина._u.
Mužčina: <mor gen sg> = mužč’in _i.
Mužčina: <mor dat sg> = mužč’in _e.
Mužčina: <mor inst sg> = mužč’in _oj.
Mužčina: <mor loc sg> = mužč’in _e.
Mužčina: <mor nom pl> = mužč’in _i.
Mužčina: <mor acc pl> = mužč’in.
Mužčina: <mor gen pl> = mužč’in.
Mužčina: <mor dat pl> = mužč’in _a _m.
Mužčina: <mor inst pl> = mužč’in _a _m’i.
Mužčina: <syn gender> = masc.
Mužčina: <syn animacy> = animate.

Kost’: <gloss> = bone.
Kost’: <mor nom sg> = kost’.
Kost’: <mor acc sg> = kost’.
Kost’: <mor gen sg> = kost’ _i.
Kost’: <mor dat sg> = kost’ _i.
Kost’: <mor inst sg> = kost’ _ju.
Kost’: <mor loc sg> = kost’ _i.
Kost’: <mor nom pl> = kost’ _i.
Kost’: <mor acc pl> = kost’ _i.
Kost’: <mor gen pl> = kost’ _ej.
Kost’: <mor dat pl> = kost’ _a _m.
Kost’: <mor inst pl> = kost’ _a _m’i.
Kost’: <mor loc pl> = kost’ _a _x.
Kost’: <syn gender> = fem.
Kost’: <syn animacy> = inanimate.

Myš’: <gloss> = mouse.
Myš’: <mor nom sg> = miš.
Myš’: <mor acc sg> = miš.
Myš’: <mor gen sg> = miš _i.
Myš’: <mor dat sg> = miš _i.
Myš’: <mor inst sg> = miš _ju.
Myš’: <mor loc sg> = miš _i.
Myš’: <mor nom pl> = miš _a.
Myš’: <mor acc pl> = miš _ej.
Myš’: <mor gen pl> = miš _o.
Myš’: <mor dat pl> = miš _o _a _m.
Myš’: <mor inst pl> = miš _a _a _m’i.
Myš’: <mor loc pl> = miš _a _x.
Myš’: <syn gender> = fem.
Myš’: <syn animacy> = animate.

Put’: <gloss> = way
Put’: <mor nom sg> = put’.

Vino: <gloss> = wine.
Vino: <mor nom sg> = v’in _o.
Vino: <mor acc sg> = v’in _o.
Vino: <mor gen sg> = v’in _a.
Vino: <mor dat sg> = v’in _u.
Vino: <mor inst sg> = v’in _om.
Vino: <mor loc sg> = v’in _e.
Vino: <mor nom pl> = v’in _a.
Vino: <mor acc pl> = v’in _a.
Vino: <mor gen pl> = v’in.
Vino: <mor dat pl> = v’in _a _m.
Vino: <mor inst pl> = v’in _a _m’i.
Vino: <mor loc pl> = v’in _a _x.
Vino: <syn gender> = neut.
Vino: <syn animacy> = inanimate.

More: <gloss> = sea.
More: <mor nom sg> = mor’ _o.
More: <mor acc sg> = mor’ _o.
More: <mor gen sg> = mor’ _a.
More: <mor dat sg> = mor’ _u.
More: <mor inst sg> = mor’ _om.
More: <mor loc sg> = mor’ _e.
More: <mor nom pl> = mor’ _a.
More: <mor acc pl> = mor’ _a.
More: <mor gen pl> = mor’ _ej.
More: <mor dat pl> = mor’ _a _m.
More: <mor inst pl> = mor’ _a _m’i.
More: <mor loc pl> = mor’ _a _x.
More: <syn gender> = neut.
More: <syn animacy> = inanimate.

Taksi: <gloss> = taxi
Taksi: <mor nom sg> = taks'\text{'}i.
Taksi: <mor acc sg> = taks'\text{'}i.
Taksi: <mor gen sg> = taks'\text{'}i.
Taksi: <mor dat sg> = taks'\text{'}i.
Taksi: <mor inst sg> = taks'\text{'}i.
Taksi: <mor loc sg> = taks'\text{'}i.
Taksi: <mor nom pl> = taks'\text{'}i.
Taksi: <mor acc pl> = taks'\text{'}i.
Taksi: <mor gen pl> = taks'\text{'}i.
Taksi: <mor dat pl> = taks'\text{'}i.
Taksi: <mor inst pl> = taks'\text{'}i.
Taksi: <mor loc pl> = taks'\text{'}i.
Taksi: <syn gender> = neut.
Taksi: <syn animacy> = inanimate.

Gnu: <gloss> = gnu.
Gnu: <mor nom sg> = gnu.
Gnu: <mor acc sg> = gnu.
Gnu: <mor gen sg> = gnu.
Gnu: <mor dat sg> = gnu.
Gnu: <mor inst sg> = gnu.
Gnu: <mor loc sg> = gnu.
Gnu: <mor nom pl> = gnu.
Gnu: <mor acc pl> = gnu.
Gnu: <mor gen pl> = gnu.
Gnu: <mor dat pl> = gnu.
Gnu: <mor inst pl> = gnu.
Gnu: <mor loc pl> = gnu.
Gnu: <syn gender> = masc.
Gnu: <syn animacy> = animate.

NOTES

1. Versions of this paper were read at the Spring Meeting of the Linguistics Association of Great Britain, University of Birmingham, March 1993 and at the Finnish Circle of Slavists, Helsinki, May 1994. We would like to thank those present for helpful comments, and particularly Alan Timberlake and Ursula Doleschal for discussion. We are also very grateful to Gerald Gazdar and Dafydd Gibbon for a number of useful suggestions, and to Petra Berg for comments on an earlier draft. Any errors are ours. This research was supported by the Economic and Social Research Council (grant R000233533) and the Leverhulme Trust (grant F.2.242M); the support of both funding bodies is gratefully acknowledged.

2. Our approach is complementary to Gibbon's work on ILEX. The latter is an approach to the lexicon in computational linguistics, implemented in DATR. '... the ILEX concept may be thought of as a set of linguistic constraints on the form of possible DATR representations' (Gibbon 1992: 47). Network Morphology can be viewed as a set of linguistic constraints on possible DATR representations of morphology.
correctly assigned masculine gender so long as the indeterminate sex of the referent were identified by an explicit marker such as e.i.e.:her.

14 Thus, Daniel (1975: 30) claims that "the inflectional class membership of Russian nouns can to a great extent be predicted from information on gender and/or the nature of the final consonant of the stem"; see also Crockett (1976: 12). And Stankiewicz (1978: 666-667) postulates just two declensions for all the Slavonic languages, and then predicts the differences within the paradigms from gender and from the morphological structure of the stem. Corbett (1982) demonstrates that full prediction of declensional class from gender is not possible, but that prediction of gender from meaning and declensional class is possible, given four declensional types. Our earlier paper (Corbett & Fraser 1993) allowed us to reconcile the competing claims of the three- or four-declensional models (our objections to Stankiewicz's two-declensional model are given in Corbett 1982: 207). Here we are adding in the predictability of declensional class which, though weaker than that of gender (Corbett 1982: 224), still permits a reduction in the lexical entry of large numbers of nouns. Hale (1992: 37-38, 45) postulates the prediction of declensional class from gender for Latvian, Lithuanian, and Russian, but does not argue for this position rather than for the converse. Arounoff (1994: 73-74) allows predictions in both directions. Some claims to predict declensional class from gender but use the nominative singular as the lexical entry rather than the stem; for many nouns the nominative singular effectively provides the stem and the declensional class, hence there is actually very little prediction going on.

15 There is no reason why such a phonological component could not be formalized using DATR, as the work of Reinhard & Gibbon (1991) and Gibbon (1992) demonstrates.

16 The inferences shown in (10)-(12) may be drawn from the DATR theory but do not belong to it. Hence they cannot be indexed with any part of the theory by means of square brackets.

17 While the claim relating to gender assignment is a general one, we have not investigated declensional class assignment beyond Russian. It is a plausible hypothesis that in declensional class assignment generally, formal factors will take precedence over semantic.

18 If the stem ends in a hard consonant, then type N_II; stems are by default 'hard' (they end in a hard consonant). The N_III class is quite small (see discussion after Table 1).

19 This figure includes the small number of nouns (32 in Lazova's table) which are indeclinable, but which do not end in a vowel. They are typically borrowings. Borrowings like miza 'miss', which denote females but end in a consonant are indeclinable. These require an exceptional marke.

20 In the semantic gender assignment rule will then correct a conflict between the semantic gender and the grammatical gender. The default gender is that of a masculine noun.

21 If the declensional class assignment is not given in Appendix B; this gives all the available morphological forms (which require the declensional class assignment to be correct) and the gender and animacy. In other words, we provide all the information which might be required for the syntax (for agreement purposes), and the morphological forms supplied according to syntactic specifications. This seems to be a realistic set of outputs. The declensional class assignments are correct, and the point is simply that there is nothing outside the morphological component which requires information about them.
Evaluative Affixes in Italian

DONNA JO NAPOLI and BILL REYNOLDS

I. INTRODUCTION

Italian nouns and adjectives make use of almost two dozen evaluative affixes (to borrow Scalise's 1984 term), most of which can also be found on verbs. While a few of these affixes are strongly productive on N and A and weakly productive on V, today most of those that occur on V are lexicalized (though not all; see Cortelazzo & Cardinale 1989). Nevertheless, their evaluative sense is obvious, and their occurrence suggests a period in the history of Italian (from around 1300 to 1600, judging by Cortelazzo & Zolli 1979) when all these affixes were productive. Since prepositions in Italian form an inert class with respect to morphology (with the exception of portmanteau preposition-articles, as in Napoli & Nevis 1987) and always have in the history of Italian, it is natural that these affixes did not occur on P. Thus, evaluative suffixes did occur on all morphologically relevant categories. This means that most evaluative affixes went through a period when they did not select for category.

Aronoff claims that word formation rules (WFRs), such as affixation, operate on a base that is "always specified syntactically" (1976: 47). The general syntactic and semantic conditions that a WFR might be sensitive to are "category, subcategory, selection, and lexically governed entailment and presupposition" (1976: 48). The specification is, furthermore, always unique. Aronoff thus claims the Unitary Base Hypothesis that if any WFR can be found to apply to both nouns and verbs, for example, the UBH would be refuted, given that N and V cannot be stated as a single syntactic category. In support of the UBH, Aronoff looks at a potential counterexample, the English affix-able, which attaches to both N (sizable) and V (readable), and argues that the identity here is only apparent - that we have, in fact, two distinct affixes with different properties. Aronoff does not admit the possibility of an affix which would put no syntactico-semantic conditions on the base to which it attaches.

The evaluative suffixes studied here, which definitely attach to N as well as V, provide a clear counterexample to Aronoff's UBH, even as modified in Scallise (1984), as we discuss below (see Section 8).

Still, as Zwicky & Pullum (1987) have pointed out, "plain" morphology contrasts with "expressive" morphology in a number of ways, including precisely the fact that expressive morphology is promiscuous with respect to the base it operates on. By plain morphology they mean morphological rules that belong properly to the rules of grammar of natural languages. By expressive morphology they mean extragrammatical phenomena in word formation,